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ABSTRACT
Writing Swiss sport history was never an actual aim in my career; but, while I was doing my PhD in Switzerland, its archives eventually seduced me and convinced me to move from writing about European medical history to writing more sports-based histories on every level (local, national, or international). Mainly empirical, my work has always been focused on the way individuals are slowly building entire institutions around sports (creating rules, administrations, and competitions). Moreover, this passion opened a complete new world full of possibilities where documents are scattered between German, French, and Italian. Thus, to me, empirical-based research were never ‘naïve’, as the explanatory potentials of sport are very strong. And regarding this amazing potential, I always felt dedicated to pursue every possible effort, to identify new archives, to take this history to a higher epistemological level and to spread these results beyond academic circles.

When I arrived in the fall of 2006 in Lausanne, to begin my PhD thesis on French physicians’ commitment in physical education, I quickly noticed that sport history was not a very developed research field in Switzerland. Although my primary object of research did not focus on Switzerland, I soon had the opportunity to expand my interests to Swiss sports and physical activities, and especially the history of football. Indeed, at the approach of the European Football Championship of 2008 – co-organized by Switzerland and Austria – the Institute of Sport Sciences of the University of Lausanne wanted to organize a conference on football in Switzerland, called ‘Le football en Suisse: enjeux sociaux et symboliques d’un spectacle universel’. During the conference’s preparation phase, on the advice of Nicolas Bancel – then my thesis supervisor – I carried out my first research around the history of Swiss football. Indeed, he whispered in my ear that ‘there had been a fixture between Germany (Nazi) and Switzerland during the World Cup of 1938’ and it would, therefore, be relevant to analyse this match. This was the precise moment, when I entered into researching Swiss sport history, a now 10 years long path, which I will outline in the following paragraphs, between football, gymnastics, and skiing history. Thus, as I will describe this decade, the dynamics remained quite constant, between locating archival material and an urgent need for collaboration, particularly because of the linguistic divisions in Switzerland.
A few days later, I went to the University of Geneva’s library to peruse various specialized and non-specialized journals about this particular meeting. My first concern was, therefore, to try and grasp the logics of re-composition of an ‘imagined community’ around two matches between Switzerland and Germany during the first round of the World Cup of 1938. I especially sought to consult press reports published during the 10 days surrounding the two fixtures, and also tried to identify several similar works led in Switzerland and other countries.

Following this first presentation and soon-to-be first publication, and with the support of my research supervisor, I then decided to extend my research beyond the event of 1938, so as to understand to a greater extent the transformation of these same imagined communities in every fixture between Switzerland and Germany during the inter-war period. Shortly after that, I met a Masters student by the name of Philippe Vonnard, who encouraged me to also take Italy into consideration; and thus, began a collaboration based on true friendship.

Nevertheless, such research also elicited some frustration: although journals and newspapers were a very stimulating starting point to understand echoes and repercussions of contemporary sports in our society, and grasp the mechanisms of identification and the circulation of ‘national’ stereotypes surrounding sports events, they became however, less interesting when it came to comprehend the structuring of sport and go beyond representations that we know to sometimes reflect the viewpoints of journalists rather than a true ‘spirit of the times’.

In the meantime, ever since the fall of 2006, I had been preparing to teach sport history at the Institut des Sciences du Sport de l’Université de Lausanne with Nicolas Bancel and soon after Philippe Vonnard. This led me to push Swiss historiography to a certain edge. Indeed, insofar as we wanted to introduce our students to elements of Swiss history, we had to face the shortage of works based on the history of Swiss sport (or the Swiss history of sport) in the past decades, and more so the absence of a real coordination between existing works. This observation was particularly striking in comparison with other European or North American countries where sport historians had often already federated into scientific associations (Société Française d’Histoire du Sport, North American Society for Sport History or British Society for Sport History).

If the Swiss field shared some characteristics with its neighbours, notably about the relative importance of physical education history in published texts, it was also a fairly recent arena, since the creation of sport sciences institutes within universities only dated back to the 1990s. Also, like in many other countries, sport had never been taken into account within the scope of larger historical projects or publications of synthesis works about the history of Switzerland. Of course, the country’s linguistic division between French speakers and German speakers (not to mention Italian speakers as well) formed another important obstacle as much regarding research itself (when documents are only accessible in the ‘other’ language) as concerning collaborations that could develop.

Finally, although some sports had been usually arousing interest for the past two decades, especially football, ski, or sports tourism, whose respective histories were notably written by Christian Koller, Hans-Dieter Gerber, Thomas Busset, or Laurent Tissot, attempts at historical syntheses were relatively rare, and thus, we were not really able to quote other works except for Markus Giuliani’s, based on a PhD thesis he defended at the end of the 1990s about the structuring of Swiss sports system in the inter-war period.
Therefore, Philippe and I sought to take a more detailed interest in the structuring of football, using the institutional archive that the Association Suisse de Football kept at their headquarters in Bern’s suburb. Our first visit – achieved in Dantesque weather conditions – was marked by a great curiosity for nearly exhaustive fonds accumulated since the first years of the twentieth century. Our ambition became then to understand how, beyond what representations the media conveyed, Swiss football structured itself in the inter-war period and worked its way to professionalism. If this new approach echoed my thesis supervisor’s critics – Professor Rebecca Rogers, who quite rightly regretted that I would not take better advantage of my thesis to look deeper into more archival aspects – my passion for research led me henceforth to systematically seek to identify new archival fonds. From 2011, we thus tried, still with Philippe Vonnard and soon joined by other colleagues – such as Quentin Tonnerre – to systematically identify, locate, and compile archives from different Swiss sports institutions and every time, we aimed to plan for projects that would valorize these archives, as other historians had not yet taken them into consideration. Resources turned out to be huge every time and offered administrative documents (minutes, official reports, etc.), iconographical documents (the Association Suisse de Football had indeed been keeping several dozens of images related to each international meeting since the beginning of the 1920s), as well as some leaders’ personal documents, and commemorative documents about specific clubs or cantonal organizations.

My nomination as senior lecturer in the summer of 2015, allowed our initiative to increase by taking advantage of the possibilities brought by a permanent position whose research and teaching activities focused on the history of Swiss sport. From then on, we organized several conferences on football and led more systematic works on the structuring of Swiss football during the twentieth century, thus, achieving a first global synthesis of the history of Swiss football. Regarding ski, we co-organized an exhibition on the history of Swiss ski at the Sport Museum of Switzerland in Basel (January to September 2017), and more recently we concluded our first analyses on the creation of the first specific method of ski learning. Finally, concerning gymnastics, I was able to analyse the developments of the discipline in Switzerland and in France through studies on rhythmic gymnastics as part of primary comparisons, with more specific works on Switzerland and the Chablais in particular. Not to say writing institutional history is our sole target, it appeared important to us to propose some first milestones for a more ambitious history to be written in the following years.

Moreover, each time, because of the location of the relevant international federations (the Fédération Internationale de Football Association in Zurich, the Fédération Internationale de Gymnastique in Lausanne and the Fédération Internationale de Ski in Oberhofen), we were able to cross-reference the analytic scales between national and international. The rekindling of my scientific interest towards Swiss archives also happened on the basis of shared reflections, in particular by focusing on the biographies of the leaders of Swiss sport. These dynamics have actually been at the centre of the studies led by the members of RERIS (Réseau pour l’Etude des Relations Internationales Sportives) – of which I am a founding member – since 2015, and should lead to new publications in the months and years to come. Gathering early career historians from all over Europe, this young network did not aim to concurrence other existing organizations – with which it is already collaborating – but wants to provide a platform for discussions around international sport history, where time dedicated for exchange is by far longer than in other kind of conferences.
At the end of a first decade spent researching the history of sport in Switzerland, I can easily guarantee that Switzerland represents unquestionably one of the European countries with the richest archives, where the development of sport history must be supported with diligence and a concern for the international level. Of course, there will be numerous difficulties to overcome: multiple languages used in official documents (German, French, Italian, English), absence of funding or even refusal of certain organizations to share their documents. But the explanatory potentials of sport remain so strong that we are required to pursue every possible effort to take this (hi)story to a higher epistemological level and to spread these results beyond academic circles.

Notes

1. We wish to thank Julie Cocaigne for her assistance with the translation and corrections.
5. After a draw in the first fixture, Switzerland and Germany met again for a second game three days later, a match that Switzerland won with a score of 4 goals to 2.
10. Sport is thus nearly completely absent from the big syntheses on Swiss history, in Jean-Claude Favez (ed.), the Histoire de la Suisse et des suisses (Lausanne: Payot, republished in 2005), but also from cantonal syntheses.
11. In the fall of 2016, a Société Suisse d’Histoire du Sport was created, with the ambition to legitimate works on sport history led in Switzerland both in universities and in some museum and archival institutions. This new organization’s aim is also to organize regular scientific conferences to promote research led in Switzerland.
12. Christian Koller, ‘Football Negotiating the Placement of Switzerland within Europe’, Soccer & Society 11, no. 6 (2010), 748–60; Christian Koller, ‘Sport Transfer Over the Channel: Elitist


25. Founded in the summer of 2015, the RERIS gathers about thirty researchers and meets every year in Barcelona to debate and exchange on various themes/research objects, questioning in particular the biographies of male leaders and female leaders in 2016 and 2017, respectively.
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